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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome 
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.


Step 1

First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome 
works best


Step 2

Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a 
default page like the one below


Step 3

Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section 
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the 
flappy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by 
step


Step 4

Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it 
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the 
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake


Step 5

Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens when 
you change something, learn by doing


Step 6

Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one


Step 7

When you move onto section 2 making the flappy bird game then it is a 
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save 
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything. 
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you 


Quick Start
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When you first open up the web page in the browser you get a default 
page like this
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Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play 
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most. 
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are 
not sure then leave everything to the default settings. 





Looking at the buttons
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This section explores sound and music. For this you will need a microphone, 
most machines have them built in. You will be creating and graphing sound 
using the microphone and downloading free music, and from this you can 
create visualisation of the sounds and/or music.


This brings in two very useful topics that have many applications. If 
nothing else it is fun and interesting. 


For where we just using sounds you will need a built in microphone (most 
computers have a built in one, or if you are attaching a separate USB 
webcam they often have the microphone built in. If you can I would 
recommend getting a good quality microphone that you can add yourself 
(usually though a USB port). It just gives a better sound input but is not 
essential. 


I have provided some music you can download from my website 
www.thehappycoder.org, look for the link (button), it should be easy to 
find. 


Here also you can create your own sounds and I guess you can create your 
own music if that is your thing. I have seen some examples where you can 
create a simple keyboard once you know the frequency of the different 
notes.


  

Introduction
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Playing Music 

Unit #1 Playing Music


Introduction

Using sound either a sound file, the microphone or creating sounds. This is 
a fascinating topic and in this unit we only just brush the surface. You 
could add sound to a game or use this to analyse sounds in AI. 


Notes

If you haven’t got an mp3 file of some music then you can download some 
for free from my website, I used GarageBand to create it and converted it 
to mp3


Using the same principle as for an image create a folder called ‘sounds’, 
upload the file of your music, give it a rather simple name, I will just call 
the file ‘music’ for simplicity. 


If you want to download other music for free then go to: 

www.freemusicarchive.org 

and you can chose from a range of styles but be aware that the size of 
file matters, if it is too big it will not upload because there is a limit in the 
size of the file. .  
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I use a track called tangerine jam from the music website which 63 
seconds long, in the images I refer to that but for the actual code I am 
assuming that you will use the mp3 sound file from my website. 


Step 1

First download a music file from my website (if you haven’t got an mp3 file 
to hand), and name it music. 


Step2 

Then create a folder called sound. 


Step 3 

Upload a the music file by dragging and dropping it into the box from 
wherever it is located.  

Add 2.1.1 loading and playing
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Add a folder
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Call it sounds

Upload the music file

Drag and drop the file into the box 
and make sure it has the name 

music.mp3



The preload() method means the sketch won’t run until the music is fully 
downloaded, otherwise this will cause a problem.


Notes

The music should just play automatically when you run the code 

Loading and playing - now the code

let song

function preload()

{

  song = loadSound(‘sounds/music.mp3')

}

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400) 

  song.play()

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

}
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The setVolume was values between 0-1


Notes

Much quieter 

Add 2.1.2 set the volume

let song

function preload()

{

  song = loadSound(‘sounds/music.mp3')

}

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400) 

  song.play()

  song.setVolume(0.1)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

}
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Adding a slider to control the volume


Add 2.1.3 slider for volume

let song

let slider

function preload()

{

  song = loadSound(‘sounds/music.mp3')

}

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  song.play()

  slider = createSlider(0, 1, 0.5, 0.01)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  song.setVolume(slider.value())

}
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The benefit in using callback is that the canvas can be drawn while it is 
being loaded, which hides the fact that the music is loading. To do this we 
remove the preload() function and create a callback which is called after 
it has loaded. We create a function and play it from there.


Challenge

Add song.loop() to give continuous music


Add 2.1.4 using callback

let song

let slider

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  song = loadSound(‘sounds/music.mp3', loaded)

  slider = createSlider(0, 1, 0.5, 0.01)

}

function loaded()

{

  song.play()

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  song.setVolume(slider.value())

}
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The volume slider is removed and a ‘rate’ slider is added. The rate is the 
speed of playback. The default is 1, half speed is 0.5, double is 2 etc


Add 2.1.5 slider for rate

let song

let sliderRate

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  song = loadSound(‘sounds/music.mp3', loaded)

  sliderRate = createSlider(0, 2, 1, 0.01)

}

function loaded()

{

  song.play()

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  song.rate(sliderRate.value())

}
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The function of pan is to move the sound from one side of the speaker to 
the other (balance). This is more obvious with earphones in. The range is 
from -1 to 1.


Add 2.1.6 slider for the pan

let song

let sliderPan

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  song = loadSound(‘sounds/music.mp3', loaded)

  sliderPan = createSlider(-1, 1, 0, 0.01)

}

function loaded()

{

  song.play()

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  song.pan(sliderPan.value())

}
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This is to include all three as sliders


Add 2.1.7 volume, rate and pan

let song

let sliderPan

let sliderVolume

let sliderRate

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  song = loadSound(‘sounds/music.mp3', loaded)

  sliderPan = createSlider(-1, 1, 0, 0.01)

  sliderVolume = createSlider(0, 1, 0.5, 0.01)

  sliderRate = createSlider(0, 2, 1, 0.01)

}

function loaded()

{

  song.play()

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  song.pan(sliderPan.value())

  song.rate(sliderRate.value())

  song.setVolume(sliderVolume.value())

}
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Here we are creating a button to play the music. Firstly remove all the 
sliders and function draw() and add a button. To be honest there are so 
many changes just delete everything and type this code in, keep the music 
file


Add 2.1.8 play and stop (part 1)

let song

let button

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  background(220)

  song = loadSound(‘sounds/music.mp3', loaded)

  button = createButton('play')

  button.mousePressed(togglePlaying)

}

function loaded()

{

  console.log('loaded')

}

function togglePlaying()

{

  song.play()

  song.setVolume(0.5)

}
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Now to add the stop button, the song stops and plays when you click the 
button if the song isn’t already playing (! means not)


play and stop (part 2)

let song

let button

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  background(220)

  song = loadSound(‘sounds/music.mp3', loaded)

  button = createButton('play')

  button.mousePressed(togglePlaying)

}

function loaded()

{

  console.log('loaded')

}

function togglePlaying()

{

  if (!song.isPlaying())

  {

    song.play()

    song.setVolume(0.5)

  }

  else

  {

    song.stop()

  }

}
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Tidy the button text so it toggles between play and stop


Add 2.1.9 toggle html

let song

let button

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  background(220)

  song = loadSound(‘sounds/music.mp3', loaded)

  button = createButton('play')

  button.mousePressed(togglePlaying)

}

function loaded()

{

  console.log('loaded')

}

function togglePlaying()

{

  if (!song.isPlaying())

  {

    song.play()

    song.setVolume(0.5)

    button.html('pause')

  }

  else

  {

    song.stop()
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    button.html('play')

  }

}
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This enables jumping to a particular point in the recording measured in 
seconds and the second argument is the duration in seconds otherwise it 
just start from the beginning again


Add 2.1.10 jump (part 1)

let song

let button

let jumpButton

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  background(220)

  song = loadSound(‘sounds/music.mp3', loaded)

  button = createButton('play')

  button.mousePressed(togglePlaying)

  jumpButton= createButton('jump')

  jumpButton.mousePressed(jumpSong)

}

function jumpSong()

{

  song.jump(60, 2)

}

function loaded()

{

  console.log('loaded')

}

function togglePlaying()

{
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  if (!song.isPlaying())

  {

    song.play()

    song.setVolume(0.5)

  }

  else

  {

    song.stop()

  }

}
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This returns the duration of the song and jumps to a random stating point 
within the length of the song


jump (part 2)

let song

let button

let jumpButton

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  background(220)

  song = loadSound(‘sounds/music.mp3', loaded)

  button = createButton('play')

  button.mousePressed(togglePlaying)

  jumpButton= createButton('jump')

  jumpButton.mousePressed(jumpSong)

}

function jumpSong()

{

  let len = song.duration()

  song.jump(60, len - 60)

}

function loaded()

{

  console.log('loaded')

}

function togglePlaying()

{
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  if (!song.isPlaying())

  {

    song.play()

    song.setVolume(0.5)

  }

  else

  {

    song.stop()

  }

}
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Only keep the play button after it has loaded by having the lines of code 
in the loaded() function, so remove all references to jump() and move 


  button = createButton('play')

  button.mousePressed(togglePlaying) 


Add 2.1.11 amplitude (part 1)

let song

let button

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  background(220)

  song = loadSound(‘sounds/music.mp3', loaded)

}

function loaded()

{

  console.log('loaded')

  button = createButton('play')

  button.mousePressed(togglePlaying)

}

function togglePlaying()

{

  if (!song.isPlaying())

  {

    song.play()

    song.setVolume(0.5)

  }

  else
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  {

    song.stop()

  }

}
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Making use of the amplitude function in p5.js, also put the background into 
the draw function 


amplitude (part 2)

let song

let button

let amp

let vol

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  song = loadSound(‘sounds/music.mp3', loaded)

  amp = new p5.Amplitude()

}

function loaded()

{

  console.log('loaded')

  button = createButton('play')

  button.mousePressed(togglePlaying)

}

function togglePlaying()

{

  if (!song.isPlaying())

  {

    song.play()

//    song.setVolume(0.5)

  }

  else

  {
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Notes

Keep the sound file you can use it later to create interesting visualisations. 
You should see the circle expanding and contracting to the music




    song.stop()

  }

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  vol = amp.getLevel()

  vol = map(vol, 0, 1, 0, width)

  circle(width/2, height/2, vol)

}
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The circle expands and contract in 
time with the music



Creating a sound wave (sin(ø))


Amplitude: height of the wave [top to bottom] is akin to the volume


Period: one cycle (from crest to crest) is akin to

1/period which is equal to the frequency (which is the number of cycles 
per second).


Notes

You should here a sound (check you have speakers on etc). It is a 
relatively low frequency, there different types of wave, e.g. sawtooth


Challenge

Change the frequency to 440 for A 

Add 2.1.12 synthesis (part 1)

let wave

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  wave = new p5.Oscillator()

  wave.setType('sine')

  wave.start()

  wave.amp(1)

  wave.freq(300)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

}
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Adding a play/pause button


synthesis (part 2)

let wave

let button

let playing = false

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  wave = new p5.Oscillator()

  wave.setType('sine')

  button = createButton('play/pause')

  button.mousePressed(toggle)

}

function toggle()

{

  if (!playing)

  {

    wave.start()

    wave.amp(1)

    wave.freq(440)

    playing = true

  }

  else

  {

    wave.stop()

    playing = false

  }

}
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Notes

You should see it change from red to green when you change the 
frequency with the button 

function draw() 

{

  if (playing)

  {

    background(200, 0, 0)

  }

  else

  {

    background(0, 200, 0)

  }

}
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Creating a slider for the frequency. First remove the frequency from 
toggle and add in the slider value into draw()


synthesis (part 3)

let wave

let button

let playing = false

let slider

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  wave = new p5.Oscillator()

  wave.setType('sine')

  button = createButton('play/pause')

  button.mousePressed(toggle)

  slider = createSlider(100, 1200, 440)

}

function toggle()

{

  if (!playing)

  {

    wave.start()

    wave.amp(1)

    playing = true

  }

  else

  {

    wave.stop()

    playing = false

  }
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Challenge

1 Change the setType to ‘square’, ‘sawtooth’ or ‘triangle’ 

2 Have more buttons/sliders for amplitude, type etc or have the frequency 
displayed 

}

function draw() 

{

  wave.freq(slider.value())

  if (playing)

  {

    background(200, 0, 0)

  }

  else

  {

    background(0, 200, 0)

  }

}
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Fading in and fading out after removing wave.stop(), remember to remove 
the unwanted lines of code


synthesis (part 2)

let wave

let button

let playing = false

let slider

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  wave = new p5.Oscillator()

  wave.setType('sine')

  button = createButton('play/pause')

  button.mousePressed(toggle)

  slider = createSlider(100, 1200, 440)

  wave.amp(0)

  wave.start()

}

function toggle()

{

  if (!playing)

  {

    wave.amp(1, 1)

    playing = true

  }

  else

  {

    wave.amp(0, 1)
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Notes

You can give it a fade in with a second argument in seconds for the 
amplitude (volume) 

    playing = false

  }

}

function draw() 

{

  wave.freq(slider.value())

  if (playing)

  {

    background(200, 0, 0)

  }

  else

  {

    background(0, 200, 0)

  }

}
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Introducing an envelope. There is quite a bit of change from the last 
sketch so I would just start with a new sketch


A - attack (how long it takes to get up to the max amplitude)

D - decay (how long to get to sustained amplitude)

S - sustain (amplitude at sustained level 0-1)

R - release (time)


Attack time = 0.5 seconds

Sustained amplitude = 0.5

Delay = 0.25 seconds

Release = 0.1 seconds


The range is between 0.8-0

Using setADSR(A, D, S, R) and setRange() with two arguments

Delete all the previous code and type in the following


Add 2.1.13 envelope ADSR (part 1)

let wave

let button

let slider

let env

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  env = new p5.Env()

  env.setADSR(0.5, 0.25, 0.5, 0.1)

  env.setRange(0.8, 0)

  wave = new p5.Oscillator()

  wave.setType('sine')

  wave.start()

  wave.freq(440)
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  wave.amp(env)

  button = createButton('play')

  button.mousePressed(toggle)

}

function toggle()

{

  env.play()

}
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Playing with some of the values of the ADSR


Challenges

1 To change the values

2 Have buttons and sliders for the values


envelope ADSR (part 2)

let wave

let button

let slider

let env

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  env = new p5.Env()

  env.setADSR(0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1)

  env.setRange(1.2, 0)

  wave = new p5.Oscillator()

  wave.setType('sine')

  wave.start()

  wave.freq(440)

  wave.amp(env)

  button = createButton('play')

  button.mousePressed(toggle)

}

function toggle()

{

  env.play()

}
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